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Chapter 4:  Systems Performing Work 

Work Done & Vacuum 

Fig 4.1 illustrates a gaseous System 1, moving a 

massless, frictionless piston into a vacuum that being 

System 2. In this case zero work was done! The 

simplified reasoning is that work has to be done onto 

something, and the vacuum represents nothingness, 

therefore no work can be done
1
. Based upon eqn 3.28, 

the work done by System 1 onto System 2 is zero. 

0)(  PVdW            4.1 

Furthermore, the ability of System 2 to do work did 

not change. This is analogous to a man lifting a weightless object, in which case the work done is zero. Of 

course an object is weightless if either, its mass is zero, or, resides in zero gravity.  

Traditional Problematic logic  

Remember that traditional thermodynamics had the misconception that work is done onto/into a 

system’s walls, which allows for the erroneous result in the above idealistic scenario that work is done
1
. 

Our reality is work is done onto the surroundings, through the walls. This gross oversight should have 

become obvious after Joules experiment as was discussed in Chapter 1!  

In part the above gives insights into the horrendous confusion whereby a system’s randomness change 

was associated with energy or more precisely its isothermal entropy change became related to a system’s 

energy change. Such illusionary entropy change has led to numerous misconceptions concerning our 

expanding universe (assuming Hubble was right), as will be discussed again in Chapter 6.  

    Isothermal Work in Systems and a Matter of Perspective 

 

Consider the slow addition of gas molecules into an isometric system, e.g. an isothermal mass transfer 

into a rigid vessel. The rigid vessel has X molecules of ideal gas, as is shown in Fig 4.2, with a turbine 

increases the pressure within by slowly pushing “Y” additional molecules into the vessel. Therefore the 

vessel now has: N= X+Y molecules within it, as illustrated in Fig 4.3.  

The increase in ability to do work equals the increase in the potential to do work. The work required to 

increase the pressure is simply the pressure increase (



dP) multiplied by the volume (V) over which the 

pressure increase occurs. The increase in the potential to do work on Earth’s atmosphere [



Wpot(atm)] within 

the isometric system becomes: 



Wpot(atm)VdP Vvessel(Pf  Pi)vessel                              4.2 

How accurate is eqn 4.2 for this process. In reality the pressure increase should result in a temperature 

increase, so the hotter the vessel becomes the less accurate eqn 4.2 becomes. However if the vessel is not 
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insulated, and the excess heat simply flows out into the surrounding atmosphere, then eqn 4.2 represents 

the actual increase in the system’s potential to do work onto its surrounding atmosphere. 

What remains troublesome is this. As was discussed in Chapter 3: The pressure within the vessel 

increases by dP, then the energy required to further increase the pressure within the rigid vessel by 

another dP increases. In other words the amount of work required to increase the pressure is: 

)/ln()( 11 if PPNkTW    4.3  

Again: Eqn 4.3 is expressed in terms of the pressurized vessel’s parameters and may be said to 

represent the work done when defined in terms of the system’s parameters. Furthermore, eqn 4.3 is 

limited to isothermal processes (T=constant).  We realize that work as defined by eqn 4.3 equals work 

defined by eqn 4.2 for infinitesimal processes. However, for real processes wherein significant change 

work is actually done, then this is not the case!  

Again: As defined by eqn 4.2, the potential work increase (VdP) is a path independent exact 

differential. That being the increase in system’s potential to perform lost work, i.e. work done onto the 

surrounding atmosphere. Again: Defining the increase in the potential to do work in terms of the system’s 

parameters generally is an inexact differential e.g. the isothermal increase in potential work as defined by 

eqn 4.3 shows path dependence, hence is an inexact differential.  

 Certainly eqn 4.3 also does not take into account that the number of gas molecules (N) is increasing. 

And it ignores any temperature increase that would naturally be associated with increasing pressure. Even 

so, there are other issues that may be better understood if we hermetically seal the system/vessel and then 

allow it to expand. As previously discussed: Allowing the pressurized vessel to expand then the work 

done onto the surrounding atmosphere (lost work) would be defined by the following exact differential: 

systematmatmlostatm dVPPdVWW  )(                 4.4   

If we allow the system to fully expand then: Psys=Patm. If we wanted to know the work done by the 

same expanding system, but now as defined in terms system’s parameters, then the magnitude of the work 

done by the system of ideal gas could be defined by the following inexact differential: 

)/ln()()/ln()( 1111 iffi VVNkTPPNkTW   4.5  

Again: The work as defined by eqn 4.4 is not the same as that defined by eqn 4.5 except when 

considering infinitesimal processes. But infinitesimal processes are not necessarily real processes. For real 

processes the irreversible lost work done is clearly defined by eqn 4.4. Again: When work is written in 

terms of eqn 4.5, work is often mistakenly considered as if it is not part of the system’s internal energy  

when in fact is. If work as defined by eqn 4.5 is part of the system’s internal energy ( ), then we are 

seemingly missing something that allows the total energy internal energy change to equate to eqn 4.4.   

To some this may be confusing so let us get some clarity. Reconsider traditionally accepted eqn 1.18: 

PdVdTdS   , which obtains clarity by writing: systematmdVPdTdS   . When the system expands then 

the work done onto the atmosphere is defined by eqn 4.4. In other words: systematmdVPd   is a valid while 

writing:
 

)/ln()( 11 if VVNkTd   is completely and utterly INVALID! For even more clarity, we can try this 

yet another way: Consider that dq is the input of energy and that this is TdS in eqn 1.18. Then we can 

rewrite eqn 1.18 in this traditional first law format: Pdvddq   . Which again obtains more clarity by 

writing: systematmdVPdQ   wherein Q is now the total energy input. Somewhere in the internal/total 

energy change ( d ) resides the differences between writing work in terms of eqn 4.5 and reality.  

Moreover, work as written by eqn 4.5 CANNOT be used to define work in any first law based relation!! 
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Problematic Entropy   

Seemingly, TdS has now become non-sensible! No wonder entropy remains a parameter without 

clarity! For the indoctrinated, this will be the hardest part to accept. Just consider isothermal entropy 

change as is often defined in terms of volume change by: )/( if VVkIndS  . Certainly its similarity to eqn 

4.5 is somewhat obvious. Importantly dS, which is so pertinent to chemistry is really only valid for 

infinitesimal isothermal processes. Obviously, traditional thermodynamics put the cart ahead of the horse 

in so far as logic is concerned!  It also explains the traditional importance of infinitesimal processes! 

Certainly many feel that entropy, probabilities and their associated statistical ensembles explain the 

logarithmic functionality that is so readily witnessed in studied systems. Although we have only just 

scratched the surface concerning logarithmic functionality it is apparent that other explanations for this 

functionality must exist. This will become more obvious throughout this chapter, thus laying down the 

ground work for the goal of this book that being clearly showing that entropy is no longer required.  

Return to: Isothermal Work in Systems and a Matter of Perspective 

     A potential work [



Wpot(atm)] can be transformed into irreversible lost work by simply opening a valve 

attached to some higher pressure vessel (Psys>Patm) resulting in the displacement of the Earth’s 

atmosphere: sysatmatm dVPW  .  

What is the increase in pressurized vessel’s ability to do work? If the system remains isothermal then 

the increase in the ability to do work is due to the added Y gaseous molecules i.e.: 

)(PVdYkTdWability                            4.6     

      This is interesting because if a pressure increase is the result of isothermal compression, then the 

ability of the compressed gas to do work would have remained constant, as would the gas’s total kinetic 

energy, even though the gas’s potential to do work has increased. 

The above work can be viewed another way; consider the piston-cylinder apparatus in Fig 4.4 (A) 

containing X+Y gaseous molecules, with X being the number of molecules required for the gas to be at 1 

atm pressure, at its current volume. For a non-insulated system experiencing quasi-static expansion, then 

any lost work can be deemed an isothermal process i.e. heat enters through walls. In which case, the lost 

work into the surrounding atmosphere would be: 

YKTdVPWW sysatmatmlost       4.7      

      

Of interest: Reconsider that the high-pressure monatomic gas shown in Fig. 4.4 (A) is in thermal 
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equilibrium with its surroundings. Therefore, as defined by eqn 2.11: 2/3),( kTE rtk   the mean molecular 

kinetic energy would be the same for both the high-pressure gas, and its surrounding. Therefore, when the 

piston is driven upwards, it is because the flux of gas molecules striking the inside of the piston is greater 

than the flux of gas molecules striking the piston’s exterior. Resulting in the piston upward motion, 

displacing the atmosphere i.e. lost work at the expense of the potential work stored within the system.  

If one wrongly tried to explain the lost work in terms of the monatomic gas’s parameters within the 

apparatus then the work would be approximated by the natural logarithmic equation i.e. eqn 4.5, which is 

only truly be valid for infinitesimal processes. Again: In reality lost work is defined by eqn 4.4. 

 Isothermal Work onto a Mass    

Next consider that the frictionless piston has mass (M), as is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 (C). Since the gas 

molecules inside the piston-cylinder have to lift the weight of both, the piston, and the Earth’s atmosphere 

over the distance, dy, which must be less than it was for the case of the massless piston in Fig. 4.4 (B). 

Accordingly, the work done by the gas includes the work required to displace the Earth’s atmosphere, 

plus the work required to lift the piston’s mass (M), that being: 

dygMPdVdygMdVPW atmatmdone


 )(  
 4.8                

In reality the expanding gas does work hence cools down. Again, the process will appear isothermal if 

sufficient heat is allowed to enter through the expanding system’s walls from the surrounding atmosphere, 

i.e. infinitesimal quasi-static work. Does this mean that eqn 4.8 can be rewritten as?  

dygMYkTWdone


                   4.9 

Problematic eqn 4.9 assumes that the resultant pressure within the piston-cylinder apparatus is 

atmospheric when due to the piston’s weight, it is not. So eqn 4.9 is not exactly valid while eqn 4.8 is!   

Isothermal Infinitesimal Processes and Freely-given energy 

Isothermal quasi-static work has been briefly discussed with the understanding that thermal energy 

(heat) passes through the expanding system’s walls thus keeping the expanding gas’s temperature 

relatively constant. Since the thermal energy contained within the atmosphere is massive when compared 

to that inside of some expanding system, then there would be no measureable atmospheric temperature 

change. Again: The atmosphere behaves as a heat bath, passing some of its thermal energy into the 

expanding gas in a manner that is not readily noticed.  

Since the above thermal energy transfer often goes unnoticed in quasi-static processes, it shall be 

referred to as “freely-given energy”. It must be emphasized that no energy is free! It is just that the energy 

given in real processes tends to be infinitesimally small when compared to that contained within the 

atmosphere. Certainly, if a massive number (infinite?) of such real isothermal expansion processes 

occurred then the atmosphere’s temperature decrease would become measureable! Understandably, the 

notions of infinitesimal, quasi-static, and isothermal are just a matter of scale, rather than real importance!  

The Perversion of logic 

 Seemingly, our forefathers tended to put the cart ahead of the horse when devising their so-called 

logic, often getting things right but for the wrong reasons. It must be emphasized that traditional 

thermodynamics basically got to its state by: 

1) Not clearly labeling which parameters they are expressing concerning work. This is witnessed by 

eqn 1.18:
 

PdVdTdS   . Obviously, concepts like the differential shuffle (see: Chapter 15) and 

Gibbs free energy (see: Chapter 14) got completely out of hand, yet clearly got some things right 

based upon a perversion of logic.  
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2) Not appreciating that for quasi-static infinitesimal processes, isothermal lost work as defined by 

the exact differential eqn 4.4 (PatmdV), and not realizing how this explain irreversibility. 

3) Ignoring any freely-given thermal energy extracted from the surrounding atmosphere in quasi-

static processes thus re-enforcing illogical eqn 1.18. This also gave infinitesimal a real importance. 

We now start our comprehension as to why entropy became so inherent to thermodynamics. Of course 

entropy became legendary when probability based logarithmic functionality and/or Boltzmann’s 

exponential became accepted as the science’s basis. However, as we are about to see; there are other 

reasons for logarithmic functionality that should be considered.  

At the risk of being repetitive it becomes increasingly obvious that entropy has been wrongly used to 

explain lost work done, without any clarity as to where the work was done, nor the understanding that 

such work was reversible, nor any real comprehension concerning rates of work, and herein we have only 

scratched the surface. Such is the fate of a mathematical construct based upon a contrivance (entropy) that 

lacks any real meaning. Sure we use mathematical contrivances all the time but it is hard to imagine one 

remaining so undefined after 150 plus years of intense scrutiny! 

Could entropy based thermodynamics be the ultimate boondoggle? What about statistical 

thermodynamics? Certainly a rethink is in order! Note: Boltzmann’s exponential and inherent issues 

surrounding it will be discussed in more detail beginning in Chapter 11. 

Rate of work 

  Imagine that the turbine ran at a constant speed applying a constant force onto the gas molecules, 

which are driven into the pressurized vessel. As the pressure inside of the rigid vessel increases, then the 

rate at which the pressure is further increased would decrease ( dtdPsys / ). 

  Conversely if the pressurized vessel was again hermetically sealed and was allowed to expand, then 

the rate at which it does lost work onto the surrounding atmosphere would be a decreasing logarithmic 

function such as: 

  )/ln()(/ 1 atmi PPAdtdW   4.10   

Where “A” is some constant and P1i is the expanding system’s initial pressure while Patm is the 

surrounding atmosphere’s pressure, which also would be the final pressure inside of the system once it 

had fully expanded.  

Next consider the rate at which an expanding closed system could do work onto the surrounding 

atmosphere i.e. an expanding pressurized hermetically sealed syringe. The change in the rate at which the 

syringe does lost work would be of the form: 

)/ln()(/ atmsyringe PPCdtdW    4.11  

Where “C” is a constant perhaps based upon the ideal gas law, 

which provides the isothermal relationship between pressure and 

volume within the syringe.  Obviously as the pressure within the 

expanding syringe/system approaches that of the surrounding 

atmosphere, then the rate of lost work similarly decreases, as 

illustrated by Graph 4.1. This applies to both isothermal and non-

isothermal expansion. 

Traditional Entropy Change Demise  

It is of interest that a traditionally accepted eqn for entropy 

change that is often used in physical chemistry is: )/( if VVkIndS   Although eqn 4.11 should not be 
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rewritten in terms volume change because that would require precise knowledge concerning the 

atmosphere, the similarities between the two equations becomes obvious when one considers the ideal gas 

law. Again entropy based considerations traditionally were wrongly construed in terms of the expanding 

system’s parameters! 

    Experiment for Temperature Pressure Relation 

Consider the experiment shown in Fig 4.5. A frictionless piston separates two isothermal closed ideal 

gases, whose pressures are defined by: 



P1 P2. Both systems are 100% insulated from their surroundings 

but heat can pass through the piston between systems thus keeping the process isothermal. The net result 

is the isothermal expansion of System 1 equates to 

isothermal contraction of System 2.  

Is any work actually done? If work is taken to be a 

displacement of mass against gravity, then no real work is 

done, i.e. the ability [



d(PV)]of both systems to do work 

remained constant!  

However, due to expansion the potential of System 1 to 

do work has decreased while that of System 2 has 

increased. Starting with the isothermal ideal gas law 

relation ( 



PV C' NkT ) and integrating the change to 

potentials to do work here on Earth: 

)/ln()()/ln()( 221121 iffiPotPot PPNkTPPNkTWW    4.12 (a)  

    Or 

)/ln()()/ln()( 222121 fiifPotPot VVNkTVVNkTWW    4.12 (b)        

Again eqn 4.12 (a) and (b) assume that the gas is ideal and that the process is isothermal, which would 

only happen for quasi-static movements of some non-insulated piston. If the process was rapid then time 

would be required for heat to pass through the piston in order for the process to return to re-attain thermal 

equilibrium.  

Repeat the experiment with the piston 100% insulated so that no heat is transferred between systems. 

As System 1 expands its pressure will decrease, and so too will its temperature. Similarly, the temperature 

of System 2 would increase as its pressure increases, i.e. the isothermal ideal gas law no longer applies! 

Hence eqn 4.12(a) and (b) become rough approximations. 

The above non-isothermal experiment will now have a complex solution and maybe considered an 

adiabatic process whose solution more takes the form of a polytropic equation. This will be discussed in 

Chapter 6, as well as Appendix B.10.  An issue: Heat stored in the walls may not allow one to properly 

witness the true temperature changes in such a process. 

Of course the surrounding/exterior insulation could be removed and any quasi-static change would 

appear isothermal, as both systems exchange heat with their surroundings. And for this isothermal process 

the ideal gas law based solutions of eqn 4.12 (a) and (b) would again be applicable. 

Work Between Gaseous Systems 

The above simple experiment shows that in order for a 

gaseous system to do work onto its neighboring gaseous 

system then that system must be at a higher pressure than 

its neighboring system. This is more common sense than 
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some law but it remains interesting to note that for the isothermal expansion of isolated System 1 into 

isolated System 2, neither system experienced an energy change. This of course neglects any thermal 

energy, which was freely-given through the piston. 

System within a System 

When considering a system within a system, then both system’s walls, and surroundings, must be 

defined. Fig 4.6 shows ideal gaseous System 1, surrounded by System 2, all surrounded by the Earth’s 

atmosphere.  

Consider that the walls of both systems are rigid and closed, with



P1 P2, while 



T1 T 2. Then 

puncturing a hole through the wall of System 1 would result in a pressure increase of System 2, hence 

increasing its potential to do work, at the expense of System 1. For infinitesimal isothermal change one 

could write: 

)()( 111222 ifif PPVPPV    4.13   

The pressure in System 1 decreases as the gas molecules enter System 2. The mass transfer continues 

until both the pressure and mean molecular volumes (v) are identical, i.e.: 



(Pv)1f  (Pv)2 f     4.14       

Now ask was any work actually done? Answering this remains a matter of perspective and what is 

known. Standing inside of System 2, then work was done onto System 2 by System 1.  

If System 2 were not rigid but still closed, then it would expand, when the hole was put into System 1. 

Now System 1 does work onto System 2, which then does work onto the surrounding atmosphere. So 

long as heat can flow through all system walls then the quasi-static isothermal arguments will apply, and 

the systems will end up with the same pressure as the surroundings. Now the resultant lost work done is: 

atmatmatmdonedone dVPWW   )2()21(     4.15        

Next consider a solitary system surrounded by the Earth’s atmosphere. If this solitary system expands 

then what happens to the Earth’s atmosphere? The Earth’s atmosphere is a constrained open system, with 

gravity being the constraining force. Therefore the expanding system’s volume increase equals the 

atmosphere’s volume increase, i.e. atmsys dVdV  . In other words the expanding system is really just a 

subsystem of constrained open system A.K.A. Earth’s atmosphere. 

Reiteration for emphasis: When considering lost work done onto the atmosphere one can express it in 

terms of either expanding system’s volume increase or the surrounding atmosphere’s volume increase i.e. 
atmatmsysatmatm dVPdVPW  . This all assumes that there are no real pressure and/or temperature increases 

experienced by the atmosphere due to the expanding system volume hence the atmosphere’s potential 

increase is defined purely in terms of an isobaric volume increase. Obviously, most expanding systems 

can be thought of as a subsystem within a system.   

Throttling (or Joule-Thomson) Process  

As previously discussed, throttling is a rare 

process where traditional thermodynamics deals with 

work in much the same manner as our new 

perspective does. Throttling involves the flow of 

gaseous molecules within a tube, where the 

molecules must pass through a porous plug, as 

illustrated in Fig. 4.7. In order to calculate the work 

done by an ideal gas passing through the porous plug 
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then eqn 3.28:



W  d(PV) is used that being the change to the gas’s ability to perform work.  

Next consider the gas in terms of its mean molecular volume (



 ) and pressure (P). Let the subscripts 

“1” and “2”, respectively represent the gas molecules before, and after, they pass through the plug. The 

change to the N molecules ability to do work once passing through the porous plug is: 

)( 1122  PPNW          4.16 

The throttling process is considered isothermal i.e. the gas molecule’s mean kinetic energy remains 

constant. Therefore, the porous plug increases the gas’ mean molecular volume (



 ), resulting in a 

isothermal pressure decrease.  

Instead of a porous plug, consider a long tube wherein a gas flows. There will be a reduction in 

pressure as the gas molecules flow through the tube. If the tube is considered isothermal over its length 

then again, eqn 4.16 applies! 

Work & Balloon Inflation 

Consider the work required to isothermally inflate a rubber balloon, as illustrated in Fig 4.6. Since 

both the pressure and volume increases then the work required could be based upon eqn 3.28 in which 

case one could write:  

balloonwallsrequired PVddEW )(   4.17      

     Eqn 4.17 includes the energy stored inside of the balloon’s rubber walls/surface that being dEwalls. 

     

Not knowing the energy required to expand the rubber walls one could plot the balloon’s pressure 

versus its volume, obtaining something similar to Graph 4.2, wherein the work required is the area shown 

under the slope where both the pressure and volume are increasing. In order to calculate the total work 

done in inflating the balloon one must realize that due to the balloon’s rubber membrane, its internal 

pressure will vary with its volume. Graph 4.2 assumes that the balloon’s internal pressure increases 

linearly with volume, i.e. 



PC'V . This is an accepted analysis found in some engineering texts
2
. 

As an approximation; the work is given by the area under the P-V Graph 4.2, i.e. is calculated by: 

 

bf
bf

bi

V

balloonballoon

V

V
balloon dvVCdvPdwW

0

)()()( '   4.18    

Choosing to define infinitesimal work in terms of



Pdv  is somewhat arbitrary. Integrating eqn 4.18, 

calculates the total work done in inflating the balloon as being: 
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2/' 2
)(balloonVCW     4.19     

The above also assumes that the balloon inflates isothermally. Certainly the reality must be as the 

balloon inflates, the pressure hence temperature within increases. Of course any temperature increase will 

result in a net flow of thermal radiation out through the balloon’s walls into the surroundings thus 

maintaining thermal equilibrium for quasi-static processes. Even so Eqn 4.19 isn’t overly convincing. 

Imagine that some modified constant times surface area (C”dA) represents the work required to stretch 

the balloon’s walls. Therefore the total work also requires the addition of the increase in po1tential to do 

work [ balloonVdP)( ] plus any lost work into the atmosphere ( balloonatmdVP ) i.e. total work becomes: 

  balloonballoonatmballoon VdPdVPdACW )(" )(    4.20      

To this author eqn 4.20 is somewhat more logic based than eqn 4.19. If the balloon is allowed to 

deflate naturally then it generally would return to its pre-inflated form thus having the appearance of 

reversibility even though the lost work is irreversible! Furthermore as the balloon deflates then its 

potential to do work [ balloonpotential VdPW )( ] becomes lost work as the high pressure gases from within 

the balloon disperses outwardly, displacing the atmosphere.    

It should be further stated that during inflation any excess heat that is created within the balloon due to 

pressure increases would freely radiate out through the balloon’s rubber walls. Conversely, as the balloon 

deflates any potential to do work now does work onto the surrounding atmosphere hence the gas would 

cool down if not for the freely-given thermal energy entering the expanding gas’s volume from the 

surrounding atmosphere. Again this freely-given energy maintains a sense of thermal equilibrium for an 

isothermal quasi-static process (A.K.A. infinitesimal process). 

Perspectives 

In order to emphasize perspective, consider Alex, the bug inside of the balloon as shown in Fig 4.8. As 

the balloon inflates, Alex may not realize that his world is expanding, nor would he have any idea that 

work was being done at all, especially onto the surrounding atmosphere. Oblivious, Alex would simple 

plod along the balloon’s interior thinking it simply was a windy day. A similar analogy applies to humans 

standing on Earth not realizing how processes affect our atmosphere’s dynamics. 

Heating: Work Versus Energy  

Can work be equated to change of the molecule’s kinetic energy within a gaseous system? Again: The 

ability of a gaseous system to perform work, as a function of its temperature, is defined by the ideal gas 

law i.e.: NkTPV  , which also defines the total kinetic energy of an ideal gas i.e. 2/32/3 NkTPV  . 

Comparing the ideal gas law to eqn 2.12: 2/3),( NkTE rtTk  , seemingly an increase in an ideal gas’s 

ability to do work represents only 2/3 of an ideal gas’s kinetic energy increase. Equally, when the same 

comparison is done as a function of temperature, the same ratio (2/3) is determined. This is readily 

witnessed by differentiating, both eqn 2.12 and the ideal gas law, with respect to temperature. I.e.: 

NkdTEd kT )2/3()(     4.21 

NkdTPVdW  )(                4.22 

Remember: Eqn 2.12 hence eqn 4.21 applies to a sufficiently dilute gas in a closed (walled) system. 

It may seem odd that a closed gaseous system cannot convert all of its kinetic energy into work. But its 

not! The 66.67% upper limit to the efficiency exists because not all of the system’s gaseous molecules 

will be able to contribute all of their momentum to the system’s expansion. Remember: A gas’s kinetic 
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energy now equals its translational plus its rotational energy. 

One must realize the following: 

1) Work involves the movement of mass in a unique direction i.e. along the positive z-axis 

or if you prefer the movement of a mass whose surface area in the x-y plane feels the force 

resulting in its movement along the z-axis. The actual molecular flux that strikes the x-y plane is 

defined by eqn B.7.14: vn)4/1(0   (see Appendix B.7). This being the flux of molecules of 

ideal monatomic molecules that can actually contribute their energy to work.   

2) An enclosed sufficiently dilute gas’s translational plus rotational energy is due to the 

energy obtained from their interactions with the surrounding walls, and this energy is the 

summation of the energies from the three orthogonal walls. Accordingly, it as if the energy flux 

was a summation of energy from all six surrounding walls such that the flux of energy from each 

wall was proportional to: vn)6/1(0  .         

  Accordingly, change to the gaseous system’s energy does not equal its change in ability to do work. 

As discussed in Appendix B.7, the upper limit of a gas’s ability to do work actually is: vnvn )6/1/()4/1(  

= 2/3 i.e. 66.67%, of the gas’s kinetic energy i.e. its translational plus rotational energy. And this is for 

sufficiently dilute monatomic gases. Polyatomic gases have vibrational energy, hence may have different 

efficiencies depend upon the system in question. 

Another way of considering the above being: When a gas is heated, all the molecules within that 

system will experience an increase in kinetic energy (translational plus rotational), as well as vibrational 

energies. The 2/3 only concerns itself with the kinetic energy of those gaseous molecules that can impart 

their increased momentum onto the system’s walls during expansion, and this is for systems wherein eqn 

B.7.14: vn)4/1(0   is valid that being relatively flat walls acting along some plane upon which the gas 

molecules exerts their  momentum.  

What if the system expands along all three axes? This makes little difference because the energy 

change is as if the atmosphere’s volume increased upwards i.e. the atmosphere’s potential energy increase 

is approximated by the upward lifting of a column of air. 

A Traditional Absurdity 

A traditional absurdity that is rarely discussed is as follows. When calculating accepted traditional 

kinetic theory the flux as defined by eqn B.9.5: vn)6/1(0  , is generally wrongly used (see Appendix 

B.9). Yet texts assert that this flux is a crude approximation
3
 with the true flux being: vn)4/1(0  . Was 

this fact ignored out convenience or necessity? This remains for others e.g. traditionalist, to explain.     

Discussion for Work between Gaseous Systems  

When considering the work done in Fig 4.5 for the piston separating two gaseous systems surrounded 

by a rigid wall, we saw System 1’s potential to do work decreased while System 2’s potential to do work 

increased. However, for the case of isothermal expansion, the total kinetic energy within both gaseous 

systems remained constant i.e. the ability of both gases to do work remained constant. A similar situation 

occurred for the isothermal expansion of a system within a system. 

Obviously work can be done between systems without changing the actual energy of those systems! 

This alone challenges any assertion that work and energy are one and the same in all circumstances! Let 

us now examine the differences in work and energy in more detail. 

Difference between Energy and Work 

The first step to solving any problem is asking the right questions. Seemingly one of the first questions 
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that should have been asked concerning thermodynamics being; what are the fundamental differences 

between energy and work?  We have just witnessed some i.e.: 

1) Work can be done onto a system without changing its energy. 

2) Energy has no sense of direction (exists along all axis), while work is performed along an unique 

axis (direction) which is often powered by energy impacting a plane perpendicular to that axis. 

The above confounds traditional thermodynamics wherein work and energy are treated equally. Note:  

Joule’s weight experiment is often used to show that work and energy are one and the same wherein a 

weight on a rope drives a paddle in a liquid, thus increasing the liquid’s temperature. In the context of this 

book does Joule’s weight experiment actually prove that all work is equivalent to energy? The answer is 

“no” but it certainly shows that intermolecular collisions are inelastic! Okay, we will return to elastic vs 

inelastic collisions in the ensuing chapters.     

What about Vibrational energy? 

It makes for interesting conjecture to ask; to what extend can the vibrational energy of polyatomic 

molecule contribute to work? Assuming that the vibrational energy of diatomic, triatomic and other 

polyatomic molecules is strictly due to the absorption and radiation of surrounding blackbody/thermal 

radiation then the answer is that vibrational energy does not generally contribute to work.  

 Of course the above assumes that all parts of the system are always in thermal equilibrium. It also 

assumes that small polyatomic molecule receives as much vibrational energy from, as is gives onto all 

walls during all impacts. Of course large polyatomic molecules (n”>4) are subject to flatlining and this 

may require other considerations. Note: Flatlining was introduced in Chapter 2 and will be discussed 

again in Chapter 5. 

Heating: Isometric vs Isobaric  

 

Consider a 100% insulated piston-cylinder containing an ideal monatomic gas as shown in Fig 4.9, 

which experiences isometric heating (dV=0) e.g. piston is locked in place. As the fire’s thermal energy (

VQ1 ) heats the gas; its temperature increases ( 1T ), hence the gas’s kinetic energy increases. As 1T , 

the mean molecular velocity increases, hence the pressure exerted by the gas increases: 



P1. The heating 

process can be described in terms of kinetic theory. Based upon eqn 2:12, in terms of N molecules and 

Boltzmann’s constant (k) the heat in can be defined as: 

)()2/3( 111 ifV TTNkQ         4.23         

Eqn 4.23 realizes that all of the energy change is associated with the monatomic gas’s kinetic energy. 

The change to the gas’s potential to do work becomes 2/3 of its kinetic energy change that being: 

)( 11 ifpot TTNkdW          4.24 
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Next consider the isobaric heating ( PQ1 ) as shown in Fig 4.10. Since the piston is no longer locked, 

the system can readily expand. If the piston is both massless and frictionless then in order for the piston to 

move 



P1 only need be infinitesimally greater than 1 atm. And in order for the piston to keep moving to 

the right, the temperature of the gas must be constantly increasing thus maintaining P1. In terms of N 

molecules and Boltzmann’s constant (k) and the work done onto the atmosphere, the heat in becomes:  

)()()2/3( 11111 ifatmifP VVPTTNkQ            4.25 

Since the ideal gas law (PV=NkT) applies then eqn 4.25 can be rewritten as: 

)())(2/3( 111111 ifatmiatmffP VVPVPVPQ   4.26 

 In eqn 4.26: 



P1 Patm. If the piston no longer moves, then: 



P1Patm. Now for our system of 

monatomic gas, eqn 4.26 becomes: 

)()2/5(1 ifatmP VVPQ       4.27 

Obviously for the same temperature change, the required thermal energy is greater for the isobaric 

case than the isometric case; VP QQ 11  . This is because the isobaric case involves lost work, while the 

isometric case does not, i.e. atmVP PdVQQ )(11  . Remember: In the above analysis the gas molecules 

were considered to be ideal, which is valid for most sufficiently dilute gases. See: Chapter 5, where 

isobaric vs isometric specific heats are properly considered.  

 Traditional Consideration  

The correlation to the traditional consideration of the first law is readily discerned. Reconsider eqn 

1.38, which can be written as: dwdudqin  . When compared to our above analysis for isobaric heating 

as defined by eqn 4.25: Pin Qdq 1  , totif dETTNkdu  )()2/3( 11  and )( 11 ifatm VVPdw  . Although 

similarities exist, our analysis remains simpler because it is based upon constructive logic rather than 

misconstrued entropy change i.e. an illogical increase of randomness!  

It was previously discussed that traditionally work was wrongly described in terms of an inexact 

differential rather than as the exact differential (lost work=PatmdVsys). As discussed this has led to 

numerous misconceptions such as is isothermal entropy change an exact or an inexact differential, which 

has been discussed by the likes of Jeremy Dunning-Davis
4
. Of course in this book, one witnesses a 

simpler science, one without the over-complication of such entropy inspired conjecture.  

     Emphasizing the Correct Perspective 

You can think of this another way.  Consider dQin as the heat in that drives expansion, dEsys as the 

change to the expanding system's energy and (PdV)atm as the lost work (AKA irreversible work) the 

following first law based relation holds: 

sysatmsysatmsysin dVPdEPdVdEdQ  )(    (A) 

Equation (A) is correct! But it would be incorrect to write the following: 

sysifsysin VVInNkTdEdQ )]/()[(      (B)    
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 The only way that eqn (B) could be contemplated as being correct is if dEsys represented all the 

system's energy change except that associated with pressure and/or volume change, and then it would still 

be lacking defining because it does not consider the lost work! If you now wanted to include the 

irreversible work done onto the atmosphere then you would have to write: 

sysatmsysifsysin dVPVVInNkTdEdQ  )]/()[(    (C)  

 Of course if dEsys remains the changes to the expanding system's energy i.e. change to the summation 

of all its microscopic energy changes, then the correct way to write the equation remains eqn (A)!!!  

Yet Another Perspective 

In thermodynamics the internal energy (E) is often taken to be: The summation of the system's 

microscopic energies i.e. the summation of all kinetic energy plus potential energies within a system. 

What is the system's kinetic energy? It is the energy associated with the microscopic random disordered 

motions of the atoms and/or molecules within a system.  

Again it sounds so logical until you realize that the pressure in a given volume of a gaseous system is 

defined by the system’s kinematics i.e. the system’s energies associated with its molecular random 

motions, or if you prefer its kinetic energy. Based upon kinetic theory; a gaseous system’s pressure is a 

result of the various molecule’s kinetic energies (translational plus rotational).  

  If the internal energy and pressure in a given volume are both a result of the same gaseous system’s 

molecular kinetic energies (translational plus rotational), then why would you add E to PV i.e. TS = 

E+PV?  It is illogical yet fundamental to the woefully wrong traditional writing of the first law! 

     Heating: Potential Work 

Consider that a closed isometric System 1 receives thermal energy (



Q1). Also thermal energy (heat) 

goes from closed System 1 into closed System 2, as shown in Fig 4.11. Accordingly in terms of System 

1’s isometric heat capacity (Cv1): 

)( 11112 ifv TTCQQ       4.28      

The state of System 1 is not defined beyond it being isometric liquid e.g. condensed matter. Based 

upon kinetic theory for liquids, in terms of N molecules and Boltzmann’s constant (k) the heat in is:  

)(3)( 11121 ififv TTNkTTCQQ     4.29 
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Assuming that System 2 is a monatomic ideal gas then its energy increase could be expressed as: 

)()2/3()( 2222222 ififv TTkNTTCQ   4.30 

The increase in System 2’s potential to do work is based upon eqn 4.24, or if one prefers is 2/3 of the 

ideal monatomic gas’s kinetic energy change. That being: 

)()( 2222222 ififpot TTkNPPVW   4.31      

Heating: Performs Work 

Consider that a gas filled closed System 3 is added by having a friction-less piston separate closed 

System 2 from System 3, as shown in Fig 4.12. The fact that a piston resides between System 2 and 

System 3 does not really change anything from our analysis for Fig 4.11. Assuming that the piston is not 

insulated and that 2Q  is quasi-static heat then the temperature, mean molecular volume, and pressure in 

System 3 will equal that in System 2, i.e. both mechanical and thermal equilibrium will exist between 

Systems 2 and 3. 

Next assume System 3 is fully insulated, i.e. both the piston and walls are insulated. As the 

temperature of System 2 increases, its pressure increases hence; 32 TT   and 32 PP  (note if the piston is 

frictionless then; 32 PP  ). 

Although insulated, the temperature hence thermal energy density within System 3 should also 

increase. But any temperature increase within fully insulated System 3 is solely associated with its 

internal pressure increase, i.e. due to its natural P-T relations. Thus System 3’s ability to do work should 

increase i.e. 

0)( 33  PVddWability    4.32 

Based upon the ideal gas law eqn 4.32 can be rewritten: 

0)( 333  TiTNkW fability                     4.33 

The problem remains that at this point; how much the temperature increased is not known because it 

follows the natural P-T relationship for this gas, which is not known at this time. Seemingly, System 3’s 

potential to do work onto its surrounding would increase due to both its temperature increase and pressure 

increase. Is this really the case, because the total energy within System 3 remained constant? 

If System 3 was not fully insulated from the surrounding atmosphere and all processes were quasi- 

static then its final temperature would be the same temperature as the surrounding atmosphere, i.e. 

atmTTT  32 .  Now any work is isothermal work i.e. as System 3’s volume isothermally decreases, its 

pressure isothermally increases. Hence we could write: 

)/ln()()/ln()( 3333 ifatmfiatmpot VVNkTPPNkTW                       4.34 

Again consider that System 3 is fully insulated hence its final temperature is greater than the 

surrounding atmosphere’s temperature. If the initial temperature was that of the atmosphere then the total 

energy input into hotter System 3 becomes: 

2/)(3 3 atmfin TTNkQ         4.35 

   If the question was how much work can System 3 now do onto the surrounding atmosphere, then a 

mess arises because eqn 4.34 is an isothermal relation for isothermal change to a system’s potential to do 

work. A relation that cannot be used in any first law based relation! Furthermore as was discussed for 

equations 4.4 and 4.5 any work done onto the surrounding atmosphere is: systematmatm dVPW )( . And the 
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rate that System 3 can do work onto the surrounding atmosphere would be based upon eqn 4.11: 

)/ln()(/ 3 atmsys PPCdtdW  . 

One can now see how complex such a simple process can become to explain. And at this point all is 

not known based upon our new perspective. Furthermore any hope of understanding requires clarity as to 

whether we are considering work in terms of a system or lost work done onto the surrounding 

atmosphere. And certainly work done does not necessarily equate to energy changes. 

Steam Power 

Consider steam powering an engine, as shown in Fig 4.13. The fire’s heat (



Q1) boils the water, which 

undergoes expansion (phase change), creating high-pressure steam, which then pushes the piston. This is 

similar to the analysis for Fig 4.12, except that herein System 1 is an open system of boiling water, while 

System 2 is the piston-cylinder whose expansion is approximately isothermal.  

In reality it is the fire that provides the energy (Q1) that enables this whole process to occur. The total 

energy that must be derived from this energy includes the energy to heat the water (CvdTw). If the water is 

considered to be at its boiling point, then this energy can be omitted from our discussion.
 

The reason that System 2 expands is the addition of energetic gaseous molecules 2N , i.e. both an 

energy and mass transfer from System 1 into System 2, as the 

water boils. Once the water is at its boiling point, then; 01 dT

, and the isobaric energy input into System 2 ( PQ2 ) can be 

defined by the addition of the vaporous/gaseous waters kinetic 

energy (eqn 2.12) plus its vibrational energy (eqn 2.14) as is 

defined by: Eqn 2.19: )2/1"(  nNkTET .  

For triatomic water (n”=3) eqn 2.19 becomes 2/7NkTET 

and in terms of the boiling temperature (Tb), Boltzmann’s 

constant (k) and change to N molecules, the total energy of the 

vaporous System 2 can be approximated by: 

 )()2/7( 222 ifb NNkTE                            4.36 

The energy as defined by eqn 4.36 is into System 2, but at 

this point it is not lost energy, rather it is simply the kinetic (translational plus rotational) plus the 

vibrational energy of the vapour being mass transferred from the boiling water (System 1). Since the 

water is at its boiling point then the energy change into System 2 from System 1 must also realize that in 

the liquid state the water molecules had thermal energy associated with both its intermolecular and 

intramolecular vibrational energies. For condensed matter this is approximated by eqn 2.5: bT NkTE 3 .  

Does eqn 2.5 fully address both the intermolecular and intramolecular thermal energies water 

molecule in the liquid state? At this point this author remains hesitant to guess either way. One might now 

conclude that once the water hits the boiling point then the energy change is eqn 4.36 minus eqn 2.5. I.e. 

2/)()()2/6()()2/7( 2222222 ifbifbifb NNkTNNkTNNkTE                   4.37 

Interestingly, I believe that the above is not traditionally contemplated seemingly claiming that the 

energy change between the liquid and gaseous state is nonexistent except for the change in bonding 

energy and the work done by the vapour/gas. Perhaps this too requires reconsideration!  

Certainly as vaporous System 2 expands, it must do work onto the surrounding atmosphere as defined 

by eqn 3.30: dVPW atmatm  . And this is lost work, A.K.A. irreversible work! The fire’s thermal energy 

into System 1 is commonly called latent heat of vaporization [



L(l  g)]:  
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)(1 glLQ       4.38 

As will be discussed in Chapters 10 & 11, the latent heat of vaporization includes the energy required 

to break the liquid’s bonds (U) plus any work that is done. And as previously stated it omits any real 

consideration of actual thermal energy changes between the liquid and vaporous states.  

If the change to the liquid’s bonding energy was zero ( 0U ), then: 

dVPWQQ atmatmP  21    4.39 

In order to maintain the piston’s motion, then atmcylinderpiston PP  )( . Note: Eqn 4.39 defines the energy 

required for atmcylinderpiston PP  )( . In other words, reality (friction and piston’s mass) requires that:   

dVPWQ atmatm 1     4.40 

The goal of a steam-powered engine is not simply to displace the Earth’s atmosphere rather its goal is 

to move man and machine (Wout), which also must overcome any friction (Wfriction). Calculating the 

minimum energy required gives: 

outfrictiongl WWLQ   )(1                         4.41                                                

Again, all the heat (Q) that is put into our steam-powered engine cannot be readily transformed into 

work, i.e. all the energy that was put into a System cannot necessarily be extracted, controlled, nor 

harnessed as work. Traditionally such concepts are seemingly dealt with using relations such as 

Helmholtz free energy. This is not to say that the two are identical but the rational have certain 

similarities! Herein simpler perspectives are sought. 

It should further be emphasized that in the steam engine the vapor’s energy as defined by eqn 4.40 is 

often lost into the surroundings as exhaust steam, thus lowering the engine’s efficiency. Efficiency will be 

discussed further in Chapter 9.  

Reversibility 

Irreversibility was alluded to previously but let us look closer. A reversible process is one that can 

equally proceed forwards or backwards. I.e. reversibility is an idealistic concept for a system’s state, 

wherein it can change, and then readily return back to its original state, which is really limited to 

unrealistic infinitesimal processes. Arguably, reversibility is a traditional embedded concept promoted as 

being something profound, which reinforced the importance of the false postulate! Its origins can be 

traced back to the inefficiencies associated with the steam engine. 

Conversely, an irreversible process is a process that cannot readily return to its original state without 

an input of resources. I.e. irreversibility is our common sense reality for most, if not all processes.   

Thermal Reversibility 

Consider the systems shown in Fig 4.14. A fire (heat) warms System 1 (Q1), which in turn increases 

the thermal energy within System 2 (Q2). In this case, heat (



Qlost) dissipates through the walls of System 

2 into the surrounding atmosphere. For such a 

process: 

lostQQQ  12     4.42 

In Fig 4.14 there is an obvious direction for heat 

flow. Certainly when Qlost enters the surrounding 

atmosphere, its heat will disperse throughout the 

atmosphere increasing its temperature by some 
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infinitesimal amount. Therefore Qlost cannot magically be collected and then returned back into System 2, 

i.e. eqn 4.42 represents an irreversible process! 

Specifically: The only time that the atmosphere can transfer thermal energy (heat) into a system is 

when the atmosphere’s temperature is greater than that system’s, e.g. previously discussed freely-given 

energy. In the above case; at no time is either System 1 or 2 at a lower temperature than that of the 

surrounding atmosphere, therefore the dispersed thermal energy (Qlost) is lost energy hence this becomes a 

clear example of an irreversible process.  

  Obviously, for a process to be reversible then; 0lostQ . Moreover, reversibility cannot involve any 

real dispersal of thermal energy into some cooler massive surroundings otherwise the re-concentration of 

thermal energy back into its original state would require an input of resources. Reconsider Fig 4.14. Since 

the net flow of heat is always from hot to cold, then the best one could reasonably expect is that both 

systems reach thermal equilibrium, i.e. the external heat is turned off 01 Q  and then, 02 Q  thus thermal 

equilibrium will eventually be re-attained between both systems and their surroundings. This is just a 

fancy way of stating that all systems and their surroundings are all at the same temperature! 

For any two real systems in thermal contact, thermal equilibrium is really a compromise, with the final 

temperature being somewhere between the two system’s temperatures: 12 TTT final  . Understandably, if 

the total thermal energy differs significantly between the two systems, then the final temperature will be 

closest to the system with greatest total thermal energy. And for the case of one system being a massive 

heat bath e.g. our atmosphere, there will be an infinitesimal temperature change to that heat bath, i.e. a 

temperature change that cannot be readily measured with a conventional thermometer. 

 Even as a compromise, thermal equilibrium means that some part (if not all) of the process is 

irreversible unless one considers an imaginary process occurring between two systems whose temperature 

difference is infinitely small i.e. 0dT . Therefore reversibility most often applies to quasi-static 

processes that involve no real net energy loss and/or dispersal. Again this renders thermal reversibility 

into idealism rather than realism. Certainly, real/useful processes that involve the transfer of a significant 

quantity of thermal energy (heat) are generally not reversible! Note: Traditional explanations for thermal 

irreversibility were wrongly explained in terms of entropy change rather than temperature difference!   

An arguable exception to the above is gravitational attraction, which generally takes exceptionally 

long durations before its relevance is revealed. Moreover gravity does not influence heat per say, but it 

influences matter, which adsorbs surrounding thermal energy thus concentrating it, hence increasing its 

thermal energy density. Furthermore, gravity also causes pressure, which can increase a system’s 

temperature, as defined by the system’s P-T relations. 

Mechanical and Other Reversibility 

Equally, no real mechanical process can be reversible! Specifically, the motions of most all man-made 

devices involve friction resulting in the dissipation of heat, e.g. heat irreversibly radiating into the 

surroundings. Okay, systems can be insulated from their surroundings but the gathering and then trying to 

directionally control the flow of dissipated heat, with any real efficiency remains an illusionary endeavor, 

unless there is an input of resources/energy.  

There are numerous other reasons that result in a given process being irreversible such as: Electrical 

resistance, shock waves in fluids (part of viscous dissipation?), inelastic deformation, magnetic hysteresis, 

mixing of substances, osmosis, flow of a viscous fluid along a solid surface, internal damping and mixing 

of similar substances at different temperature (part of spontaneous heat transfer?). 

And the major over-looked reason as to why so many useful devices involve irreversible processes 

being: Often devices are powered by some useful process that involves system expansion as part of their 
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cycle. Again this displaces our atmosphere hence signifies lost work, hence the process is irreversible! 

Note: “Useful processes/systems” are those that can move man and/or machine. And remember lost work 

does not necessitate a specified atmospheric volume increase rather it quantifies and explains why the 

energy is lost as well as, where the lost energy goes! That being into the surrounding atmosphere! 

Illusionary Reversibility 

However things are not always so discernable. Reconsider the compression of a hermetically sealed 

piston-cylinder apparatus, as has been previously discussed. Omitting friction, is such work reversible? At 

first glance it may appear to be because when the compressing force is removed then the piston-cylinder 

expands back to its original state. Seemingly both the atmosphere and system returned back to their 

original states! 

 However in returning to its original state, the expanding system does work onto the atmosphere i.e. 

the systems’ potential to do work is transformed into lost work i.e. an increase to the atmosphere’s energy 

(potential or otherwise). To fully understand one must accept that the following was conveniently 

forgotten; when the gas was being compressed, then some of the atmosphere’s gases experienced a 

transformation of potential into kinetic energy increase, resulting in an infinitesimal atmospheric 

temperature increase. What about the temperature of the expanding gas inside the syringe? If insulated; its 

temperature decreases as it does lost work. However, it is also is true that the temperature of the gas 

inside the insulated syringe would have increased when compressed.  

Conversely if the compression was done quasi-statically and the syringe is not insulated, then the 

increased heat can escape through the syringe’s walls making compression appear as an isothermal 

process. Ditto if the expansion was quasi-static and the syringe was not insulated, then heat can be freely-

given i.e. from the surrounding atmosphere into the expanding syringe. 

 Does this mean that the cooling during expansion (PdV) equate to heat gained (VdP) during 

compression? That may require more consideration but it may very well be the case!  

Reconsider the expansion of the hermetically sealed piston-cylinder. Once expanded and the force is 

removed, the atmosphere’s weight drives the piston inwardly until both the apparatus, and surrounding 

atmosphere, have seemingly returned to their original states. Again from the view of the piston-cylinder 

apparatus, the answer is yes, the process seems reversible. Yet again it has been conveniently forgot that 

as the piston comes crashing downwards that some of the atmosphere’s potential energy is transformed 

into kinetic energy, hence resulting in the heating of the atmosphere, although generally by an 

infinitesimal amount. And the term infinitesimal herein is in relation to the atmosphere’s total energy.  

Again this all can be reconsidered in terms of negative work, which involves the formation of VON 

(volume of nothingness)! Or if you prefer; think of it as the displacement of a volume of matter against a 

gravitational field. And this matter was previously in a state of equilibrium with gravity before its 

displacement. Realizing that it was gravity, which caused all this matter to coalesce in the first place, then 

you may contemplate negative work as a disturbance to the mechanical equilibrium that existed between 

that matter and the surrounding gravitational field.  

Yet another way to view this is to say that during expansion negative work was done onto the volume 

occupied by the piston-cylinder apparatus, but not necessarily its contents. The concept of negative work 

applies to cavitation, which will hopefully be dealt with in a future book.  

The reality is that most real work probably can never be recovered. This is a fact missed in traditional 

thermodynamics where theoretical considerations of work are too often wrongly considered in terms of 

idealistic reversible processes. Reversibility is actually taught to re-enforce the indoctrination of the false 

postulate A.K.A. the second law. Talk about circular logic at its finest! 
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 Real work is done by real systems through their walls (real or imaginary) onto its surrounding, and 

this genie cannot be readily put back into the bottle without the expenditure of energy. Traditional 

fallacies need to stop!  

Boiling: Pot vs Ocean  

Boiling transfers mass into the atmosphere generally resulting in un-measureable infinitesimal 

pressure increase. Therefore,



PdV is just an approximation for boiling processes when 



VdP  0 . Instead of 

a pot of water, consider that a large water body boils e.g. ocean. The mass transfer into the atmosphere 

certainly will significantly increase both its volume, and pressure. Since both P and V increase, then we 

must consider:  

atmatm PVdW )(                                 4.43  

Rates 

It should be emphasized that natural logarithmic function does not necessarily dominate such thoughts 

although reasons for their use as to why has been discussed, especially for unrealistic processes and 

deductions. But there must be more pronounced reasons for this functionality, so let us investigate rates.   

 

So far the total energy required in heating processes has been considered. However, if one wanted to 

consider the rates of heat transfer, then as previously alluded to; heat flows both from cold to hot as well 

as, from hot to cold, with the net flow always being from hot to cold. Note: For similar materials this 

means high thermal energy density to low.  

Accordingly, the rate of heat exchange decreases as the cold system’s temperature approaches the hot 

source’s temperature. Therefore, thermal energy exchange rates often would have a logarithmic 

functionality [In(Tf/Ti)] that the total energy change considerations do not necessarily convey. Consider 

the heating as illustrated in Fig 4.15. Now the rate of thermal energy entering System 1 can be written in 

terms of some constant (C) as: 

 )/(/ 11 heatTTCIndtdq           4.44 

    Eqn 4.44 tells us that as System 1’s temperature (T1) approaches the temperature of the external heat 

source, then the rate of heat transfer will decrease, eventually becoming zero when  T1=Theat.  

    Consider that System 1 is heating System 2 and that System 1 contains a given quantity of thermal 

energy (Etot). Therefore as thermal energy (dq) is transferred from System 1 to System 2, then in terms of 

relative temperatures:  21 ,TT . Obviously, as the temperatures of the two systems approach thermal 

equilibrium, the rate of net heat transfer decreases towards zero. Again the rate of thermal energy leaving 

System 1 and entering System 2 can be written in terms of some constant (C”) as: 

  )/("/ 121 TTInCdtdq           4.45 

        Imagine that System 1 is radiating its heat into the surrounding atmosphere then eqn 4.45 becomes: 
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)/("/ 11 atmTTInCdtdq        4.46    

It is of interest that some researchers such as Atkins
6
 claim that entropy signifies the quality of a 

system’s energy. Understanding rates as described above may help explain Atkin’s misunderstandings.  

Conclusions and Faulty Traditional Logic  

Traditionally it is believed that entropy is what enables 

thermodynamics’ logarithmic functionality. Thus providing the 

link between statistical probability and/or Boltzmann exponential 

to experimental findings. Question; by understanding other ways 

that clearly explains logarithmic functionality, can we now remove 

entropy based arguments that too often seem to have limited 

logical basis? Yes we can! 

There will be those who cannot accept such logic, rather 

choosing to believe in the untenable position that reality can only 

be explained be explained via statistical arguments i.e. the illogical 

assertion that irreversibility can only be explained by the entropy 

based second law, followed by why care if nobody actually knows 

what entropy means. Of course herein, lost work clearly explains 

irreversibility, while the rates clearly begin to explain required 

logarithmic functionality. 

Defining all work in terms of the system’s parameters allowed 

for path dependent logarithmic relations that were then wrongly 

applied to first law based relations. Clearly this was case of putting 

the cart in front of the horse, enabling blurred traditional theory to 

thrive while damming all logic.    

The above catastrophe might have been avoided by clearly marking, which parameters a given 

equation concerns. Even if the parameters were given their necessary clarity, it is the acceptance that PdV 

is PatmdVsys=(PdV)atm that is crucial to the writing of first law based relations. Of course as previously 

discussed this improved understanding cripples traditional ignorance concerning so many aspects of the 

sciences, e.g. Gibbs free energy. 

We now can appreciate the confusion an individual, making measurements on the isobaric isothermal 

open Earth, faces. As illustrated in Fig 4.16 his perspective limits work to 



W  PdV , which correlates 

with 



W  Fdx , thus reinforces his belief. Sadly, no clarity of onto what is the work done, wrongly leading 

him to the bizarre result of work done into the walls, irrespective of whether the walls are real or 

imaginary. And this stated lack of clarity as to onto what is the work done has enabled tradiational 

thermodynamics to lose sight of reality. 

Interestingly, the two versions of work are equal for infinitesimal considerations explaining why 

illusionary reversible quasi-static infinitesimal processes became so dear to thermodynamics. It seemingly 

gave the science genuineness, although remaining so unrealistic. And arguably it allowed for use of the 

logarithmic relationships albeit irreversible lost work into the surrounding is clearly not! 

Moreover, the mental tradition of limiting work to isobaric volume change has created havoc in other 

scientific fields. This is especially true when contemplating processes wherein both volume and pressure 

increase, e.g. bubble nucleation, whose work equation is
5
:  

bubblebubbleatm VdPdVPdAW )(         4.48                                        
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Remember PatmdVbubble= is the work in displacing our atmosphere, while (VdP)bubble is the increase in 

the bubble’s potential to do work. And  dA  is the energy required to form the tensile layer whose surface 

area is “A” and surface tension is  . Should we call this work as is traditionally done or is energy change 

a better description, we’ll leave that for another day. 

Certainly, no machine can boast perpetual motion unless it is frictionless i.e. no dissipative energy, 

involves no real heat flow, and neither it, nor its power source displaces any part of our atmosphere.  

Again, this all has little to do with entropy or even the false postulate A.K.A. the second so-called law. 

Furthermore, the formation of our atmosphere can be thought of in terms of work. And any disturbance to 

our atmosphere’s equilibrium state can be expressed in terms of work. 

 Albeit far from perfect this Chapter clearly shows that entropy is not required! Proof for what is said 

will be found when discussing isobaric vs isometric heat capacities of gases in the ensuing chapters. 

Ripple effects of what was discussed will be felt everywhere, if and only if human arrogance allows.   
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